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Abstract
This report illustrates the use of rigorous proof in the validation of a model in the formal
language VDM-SL. The illustration is based on a system which monitors and controls the
safe storage of explosives. Using the established proof theory of VDM-SL, the proof of
satisability of an operation is conducted to a high degree of rigour, with proofs of supporting
auxiliary results. The paper is intended to serve as a case study for researchers developing
proof and validation support systems for model-oriented specication languages.
1 Introduction
This report illustrates the use of rigorous proof in the validation of the formal model of a
high-integrity computing system, specically an Ammunition Control System (ACS) used for
monitoring and controlling the safe storage of explosives at controlled sites.
Formal models of computing systems are seen as an aid to analysing requirements and
design decisions in software development. System models expressed in languages which permit
abstraction, and which are themselves dened to a high degree of rigour, are capable of being
analysed in a consistent and repeatable way. Such analyses can help to expose ambiguity,
incompleteness or misstatement of intention.
The analysis of a model can use a variety of techniques, from informal inspection through
static analysis and testing to formal mathematical proofs of desired properties. The levels of
training and machine support available vary from technique to technique. For example, the skills
required to run an inspection are readily imparted by training both in inspection procedures and
in reading the formal language used. Syntax and type checking are readily supported by tools
but require a deeper knowledge of the modelling language semantics. Finally, proof requires an
advanced knowledge of the modelling language semantics and skill in the production of detailed
mathematical arguments.
The specication language of the Vienna Development Method (VDM-SL) [8, 6] is a well-
known modelling language which has achieved ISO Standardisation [2]. For models expressed
in VDM-SL, tools are available to support syntax analysis, type checking and testing (see, for
example, [5]). Tool support for proof in VDM is under development using a number of dierent
general proof tools into which the proof theory for reasoning about VDM-SL models [3] is being
embedded [10, 1].
In 1993 Paul Mukherjee and Victoria Stavridou published a formal model of an ammunition
control system [13]. The model described in that paper was subjected to validation by inspection
and by proof using the OBJ3 [7] proof tool. The process of formalisation of the model identied
a number of discrepancies in the original storage regulations on which they were based.
larsen's response to Mukherjee and Stavridou's paper [9] stressed the importance of other
techniques, including type checking and testing, in validating the model. In the period since
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the ACS model was published, a detailed proof theory [3] has been developed for VDM-SL
and a number of case studies using the theory have been reported. One of these studies [12]
illustrates the application of the VDM-SL proof theory to the validation of the ACS model.
This is done through a description of the proof of satisability of an operation in the formal
model and through a consideration of a proof of equivalence supporting a modication to the
model.
This report is intended as a companion to the satisability proof in [12]
1
. It presents an
extended treatment of the satisability proof, including the auxiliary proofs omitted from [12].
The proofs in this report have been done by hand. Although this means they are not guaranteed
to be free of errors, the argument forms can be used to guide machine-checked proofs, and so this
report is also intended to serve as a reference for future work on proof checking and automation
in VDM-SL and as a source of further examples for readers interested in proof in the context of
model-oriented specication. Readers are assumed to be familiar with the concepts of proof in
VDM discussed in [3]. Readers unfamiliar with VDM-SL are directed to introductory texts (e.g.
[8, 6]).
The formal model of the ACS and the proof of satisability, as given in [12], are presented
in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. The proofs of auxiliary results used in Section 3 are discussed
in detail in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 reviews the proof.
2 The Model of the ACS
This section gives the model of the ACS, closely following the presentation given by Mukherjee
in [12]. Although a simplication of the specication given in [13], it is sucient for this report's
purposes. The model of the ACS system is based on the idea of a site: a place at which explosive
objects may be stored. Within a given site, the ACS system is responsible for choosing a location
at which an object may be stored safely. The choice of location depends on the characteristics
of the object: specically its danger level and its compatibility with other explosive objects.
Rules governing storage and placement are laid down in United Nations Regulations for the
Transport of Dangerous Goods [4].
The model used in this study describes the ACS for a single site and records the safety
rules aecting object placement. A full description of the study may be found in [13]. Here we
restrict ourselves to those portions of the specication relevant to the proofs we will perform.
Explosives classications
Explosive objects are classied by hazard division and compatibility group. The hazard division
is an indication of how dangerous an explosive is. There are four hazard divisions from 1 (most
dangerous) to 4 (least dangerous). The compatibility group determines what other kinds of
object may be stored with this one. Compatibility groups are assigned letters, A{L, excluding
I, and S. In VDM-SL
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, types are introduced to describe hazards and compatibility groups as
follows:
Hzd = N
inv h
4
h  1 ^ h  4
Cg = A j B j C j D j E j F j G j H j J j K j L j S
1
Aseparate report [11] is available a companion to the equivalence proof in [12]
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This report uses the Mathematical Syntax of VDM-SL.
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The store model
A storage site (or store) contains a number of magazines, each of which contains a collection of
explosive objects. The objects are all stored at particular positions within the magazine and in
accordance with compatibility rules. In the remainder of this section, we present the models of
objects, magazines and the store.
An object consists of a description of the explosive item itself, together with a representation
of the object's position in its magazine. The description of an explosive object is modelled by
the composite (record) type Object-desc:
Object-desc : :neq :Kg
hzd :Hzd
cg : Cg
xlen :Metre
ylen :Metre
zlen :Metre
Here, neq stands for the nett explosive quantity of an object, hzd stands for the hazard
division of an object, cg the compatibility group of an object and xlen, ylen and zlen the x , y
and z lengths of the object respectively, measured in Metres (positive reals). Nett explosive
quantity is measured in Kilograms (also positive reals):
Kg = R
inv k
4
k  0
An object contains a description and the point at which the object is stored:
Object : :desc :Object-desc
pos :Point
The point is a pair of coordinates:
Point : :x :Metre
y :Metre
No z component is required for objects as they are not stacked, and therefore are always stored
at ground level.
A magazine contains a collection of objects. All the objects in a a magazine must be
mutually compatible and may not total more than a xed Maximum nett explosive quantity for
the magazine.
For any particular magazine, we record its type (classied according to physical properties),
its maximum nett explosive quantity for that magazine, the most dangerous hazard division
that may be stored in the magazine, the dimensions of the magazine, and the collection of
objects currently stored. Each object in the collection of objects must be uniquely labelled in
order to avoid ambiguity when adding or removing objects to or from the magazine. Finally,
each object in the magazine must lie within the physical bounds of the magazine, and no two
objects in the magazine overlap. Magazines are modelled as a composite type as follows:
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Magazine : : type : Pes-types
max -neq :Kg j INFINITY
hzd :Hzd
length :Metre
breadth :Metre
height :Metre
objects :Object-label
m
 ! Object
inv m
4
8 o 2 rng m:objects 
within-bounds(o;m:length;m:breadth;m:height) ^
8 o1; o2 2 rng m:objects  o1 6= o2 ) : overlap(o1; o2)
The objects component ofMagazine is a bijective mapping. This is the mechanism by which
the uniqueness requirement on labels is enforced. The type Object-label is a synonym for the
type token. For relatively inert hazard divisions, the quantity that may be stored is limited
only by the physical dimensions of the magazine. In such cases the maximum net explosive
quantity for the magazine is said to be INFINITY. The functions su-space-at, within-bounds
and overlap will be dened in section 2.
A Store is modelled as a mapping from magazine labels to magazines, where the label
uniquely denes the magazine. Again Magazine-label is the type token.
state Store of
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
end
Storing objects
The compatibility rules, governing the permitted mixture of explosive groups, are modelled
as a set of pairs of groups. A pair (g1; g2) lies in this set only if the two groups g1 and g2
are compatible under these rules. The relation is symmetric but is not reexive; for example,
articles of compatibility group L may not be stored with objects of the same group. The full
denition is omitted here.
Compatible-pairs : Cg  Cg-set = : : :
An object may be stored at a particular location only if certain conditions are met: there
must be sucient space for the object at the location; the object must be no more hazardous
than the hazard division the for which the magazine was designed; the object must be compatible
with all other objects in the magazine; and the addition of the object does not cause the
maximum nett explosive quantity of the magazine to be exceeded. Four functions dene when
each of these conditions is met. They are then combined to form an overall safety predicate.
The function su -space-at states that an object o, may be placed at position op in a
magazine provided that op:x and op:y are far enough within the bounds of the magazine to
accommodate the object and positioning the object here does not cause it to overlap with an
existing object.
su -space-at :Object-desc Magazine  Point ! B
su -space-at (od ;m; op)
4
let new -o = mk -Object(od ; op) in
within-bounds(new -o;m:length;m:breadth;m:height) ^
8 o1; o2 2 rng m:objects [ fnew -og 
o1 6= o2 ) : overlap(o1; o2)
4
within-bounds :Object Metre Metre Metre ! B
within-bounds (o; l ; b; h)
4
0 < o:pos :x + o:desc:xlen ^ o:pos :x + o:desc:xlen  l ^
0 < o:pos :y + o:desc:ylen ^ o:pos :y + o:desc:ylen  b ^
0 < o:desc:zlen ^ o:desc:zlen  h
overlap :Object  Object ! B
overlap (o1; o2)
4
abs (o1:pos :x   o2:pos :x) < o1:desc:xlen ^
abs (o1:pos :y   o2:pos :y) < o1:desc:ylen
The function su -space-at assumes that a candidate point has been found. A function
called nd -point , dened below, returns a point in a magazine at which there is sucient space
to store a given object, provided such a point exists.
An object may only be stored in a magazine if the hazard division of the object is no less
than the hazard division of the magazine. Thus our second function is:
within-hazard :Object-desc Magazine ! B
within-hazard (o;m)
4
o:hzd  m:hzd
Two objects are said to be compatible if the storage rules allow them to be mixed:
compatible :Cg  Cg ! B
compatible (m; n)
4
mk -(m; n) 2 Compatible-pairs _ mk -(n;m) 2 Compatible-pairs
Lifting this to the level of a collection of objects:
all -compatible :Object-desc Magazine ! B
all -compatible (o;m)
4
8 object 2 rng m:objects  compatible(o:cg ; object :desc:cg)
An object may only be stored in a magazine provided that the addition of this object does
not cause the aggregate nett explosive quantity of all the objects in the magazine to exceed the
maximum nett explosive quantity of the magazine:
su -capacity :Object-desc Magazine ! B
su -capacity (o;m)
4
if m:max -neq 6= INFINITY
then total -neq(fobject :desc j object 2 rng m:objectsg) +
o:neq  m:max -neq
else true
The function total -neq computes the sum of the net explosive quantities of a collection of
objects.
An object may be stored at a point in a magazine only if the point is currently unoccupied
and the four predicates listed above are satised.
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safe-addition :Object-desc Magazine  Point ! B
safe-addition (o;m; p)
4
(8 ob 2 rng m:objects  ob:pos 62 p) ^
su -space-at(o;m; p) ^ within-hazard(o;m) ^
all -compatible(o;m) ^ su -capacity(o;m)
The function nd -point is used to locate a position within the magazine at which it is safe
to store the given explosive object; it implicitly requires that safe-addition is satised at the
chosen point:
nd -point (o :Object-desc;m :Magazine) pt :Point
pre 9 pt : Point  safe-addition(o;m; pt)
post safe-addition(o;m; pt)
The operation for the addition of objects to magazines. is dened using the safe-addition
function:
ADD-OBJECT (o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label)
ext wr mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
pre ml 2 dom mags ^
obj 62 dom mags(ml):objects ^
9 pt : Point  safe-addition(o;mags(ml); pt)
post let p = nd -point(o;mags(ml)) in
let new -objs =
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; p)g in
let new -mag =  (mags(ml);objects 7! new -objs) in
mags =
(   
mags y fml 7! new -magg
The precondition requires that the magazine is known in the store; that the label for the
object is not already being used in the given magazine and that it is possible to add an object
while satisfying the safety requirements. The postcondition describes the updating of the state
state to reect the addition of the new object.
3 Satisability of ADD -OBJECT
An operation specication is said to be satisable if, for every input and \before" state satis-
fying the precondition, there exists some result and \after" state satisfying the postcondition.
Showing satisability is a common proof task in the context of VDM. In this section, we show
how the satisability of the ADD-OBJECT operation can be tackled using the framework pre-
sented in the \practitioner's guide" [3]. We will use the proof rules and notation dened in the
guide, except for some small deviations.
The proof of ADD-OBJECT is typical of many satisability proofs, so the lessons from this
example can be applied in many other contexts. This section illustrates a systematic approach
to the construction of the satisability proof. We begin by attempting the main satisability
proof. This suggests a splitting of the proof task into subtasks based on showing separate
lemmas. We construct proofs of the lemmas, breaking these tasks down further as necessary,
until we reach a stage where the lemmas relate to properties of the basic types and operators
of VDM-SL rather than to the types and functions in the ACS specication.
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3.1 The ADD -OBJECT operation
It is worth reviewing the relevant parts of the specication before launching into the main proof
itself. Sometimes it is very tempting to modify the specication to allow the proof task to
proceed smoothly. In this case, the operation ADD-OBJECT appears normal, but two points
are worth special note: the use of the record modication () operator in the third line of the
postcondition and the use of nested let expressions in the postcondition. Although  is used as
though it is a general operator on records, there is in fact a dierent operator for every possible
modication of every possible record type ([3], pages 262-263). We make this explicit by dening
an auxiliary function f -new -mag which achieves the same eect as the  expression, but for
which the proof theory is more straightforward. The treatment of the nested let expressions is
discussed at the nal stage in the completion of the satisability proof in Section 3.4 below.
This modication yields the following version of the operation:
ADD-OBJECT (o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label)
ext wr mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
pre ml 2 dom mags ^
obj 62 dom mags(ml):objects ^
9 pt : Point  safe-addition(o;mags(ml); pt)
post let p = nd -point(o;mags(ml)) in
let new -objs = mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; p)g in
let new -mag = f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); new -objs) in
mags =
(   
mags y fml 7! new -magg
The auxiliary function is dened as follows:
f -new -mag :Magazine  (Object-label
m
 ! Object)! Magazine
f -new -mag (m; om)
4
mk -Magazine (m:type;m:max -neq ;m:hzd ;
m:length;m:breadth;m:height ;
om)
In this study, which concentrates on the production of proofs, rather than on the proof
theory, we depart slightly from the notation used in [3] for inference rules. Instead of the
\horizontal line" notation separating hypotheses from the conclusion, we will list the hypotheses
in a \from" line and give the conclusion in an \infer" line.
The satisability proof obligation, called `ADD-OBJECT -sat', is stated as follows:
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
infer 9mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
post-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags;mags)
Notice that this is a slightly simplied version of the obligation given in [3]. The bound
variable in the conclusion is not a whole Store, but a single mags component. As the state
consists only of this one component, and has no invariant on it, this simplication is valid.
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3.2 Main satisability proof
The proof of `ADD-OBJECT -sat' follows the usual pattern for satisability proofs. Since the
conclusion is an existential quantication, the proof will normally proceed by `9 -I' in which a
witness value ([3], page 42) is proposed for the new mags . Typically, there are two parts to
a proof applying the `9 -I' rule to show satisability: showing that the witness value is of the
correct type and showing that it satises the postcondition. In the case of ADD-OBJECT , this
yields the following proof structure, where the witness value is shown as `W ':
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
.
.
.
a W :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
.
.
.
b post-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags;W)
.
.
.
infer 9mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine 
post-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags;mags) 9 -I(a,b)
Normally, showing type correctness (justifying line a in the proof above) takes up most of
the eort in a proof of correctness. This is because showing the correct type of the witness
value entails showing that the witness respects its type's invariant as well as showing that it
has the correct basic structure.
We begin by proposing a witness value to stand for `W ' in the proof. The postcondition of
ADD-OBJECT is not very implicit.In fact, it practically gives a \recipe" for the construction
of the witness value. Operation specications with postconditions of the form \result = ex-
pression" are quite common in practice and, in such cases, the construction of a witness value
for the satisability proof is straightforward. The postcondition of ADD-OBJECT follows this
pattern, although it is slightly disguised by the nested let expressions.
The usual approach to the construction of a witness value is to explicitly dene an auxiliary
function which, given the operation's inputs and \before" state component, constructs the
witness value. Here, the function is called f -mags :
f -mags :Object-desc Object-label Magazine-label 
(Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine)! Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
f -mags (o; ol ;ml ; old)
4
old y fml 7! f -new -mag(old(ml); f -new -objs(old(ml); o))g
The body of the function is inspired by the result expression in the postcondition of
ADD-OBJECT , with auxiliary functions corresponding to the values dened in the let ex-
pressions.
The auxiliary function f -new -mag has already been introduced and the function f -new -objs
builds the new objects mapping for inclusion in the new magazine. The denition of f -new -objs
is as follows:
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f -new -objs :Magazine Object-label Object-desc !
(Object-label
m
 ! Object)
f -new -objs (om; ol ; od)
4
om:objects y fol 7! mk -Object(od ; nd -point(od ; om))g
Using the auxiliary functions dened so far, the proof of satisability is as follows:
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
.
.
.
a f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
.
.
.
b post-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags; f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags))
.
.
.
infer 9mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine 
post-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags;mags) 9 -I(a,b)
Now that the witness value has been proposed, we can be more precise about the work
required to complete the proof: justifying lines a and b. These are substantial tasks, so rather
than attempting them in situ, we dene them as two lemmas to be proved separately, allowing
us to complete the satisability proof itself, so that, when the lemmas are proved, the whole
satisability obligation will have been discharged.
The rst lemma, called `f -mags-form-1', is constructed by taking the hypotheses available
in the satisability proof and showing that line a follows from them:
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
infer f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
This lemma asserts that f -mags , when used in the context of the satisability proof, will
return a mapping from Magazine labels to magazines. The second lemma, called `p-ADD-
OBJECT' is derived from line b in the same way. It asserts that the witness value satises the
postcondition:
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
infer post-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags; f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags))
Using these lemmas, the main satisability proof is completed as follows. The proofs of the
lemmas are addressed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
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from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
1 f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
f -mags-form-1 (h1,h2,h3,h4,h5)
2 post-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags; f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags))
p-ADD-OBJECT (h1,h2,h3,h4,h5)
infer 9mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine 
post-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags;mags) 9 -I (1,2)
3.3 Formation of the witness value
The rst lemma on which the satisability of ADD-OBJECT rests asserts that the witness
value is of the correct type. We can expect in advance that its proof will rely on properties of
f -new -mag and f -new -objs , and so we should be ready to deal with these as separate lemmas
if required.
The lemma `f -mags-form-1' is a formation property. Given the hypotheses, the function
f -mags must return a well-formed mapping as a result. The rst stage in constructing the proof
of a formation property is typically to reason backwards from the conclusion, expanding the
denition of the function under analysis and justifying the conclusion by folding:
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
.
.
.
a
(   
mags y fml 7! f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o))g
:Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
infer f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine folding (a)
Now it can be seen that the body of the function is a mapping overwrite expression. The
mapping
(   
mags is of the correct type, and ml is a Magazine-label , so, provided
f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o)) :Magazine
we should be able to complete the proof. This last proviso is treated as a lemma, `f -new -mag-
OK', which is dened as follows:
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
infer f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o)) :Magazine
Given this lemma, the proof of `f -mags-form-1' is completed as follows:
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from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
1 f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o)) :Magazine
f -new -mag-OK (h1,h2,h3,h4,h5)
2 fml 7! f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o))g
:Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine fa 7! bg-form (h3,1)
3
(   
mags y fml 7! f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o))g
:Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine y-form (h4,2)
infer f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine folding (3)
Now it remains to prove the new lemma. Again, this is a formation rule, and so we begin by
expanding the function denition, working backwards from the conclusion, yielding the proof
shown in Figure 1. The completed proof uses and three lemmas (at lines 10-12) which relate
to the use of the function f -new -objs . We need to show that the function returns a bijective
mapping and that the returned mapping respects the two conjuncts in the Magazine invariant.
The rst lemma is `f -new -objs-form-1':
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
infer f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o) :Object-label
m
 ! Object
The second lemma is `new -objs-bounds'. It asserts that the new object in the witness value
is within the physical bounds of the magazine:
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
infer 8 o
0
2 rng f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o)
within-bounds(o
0
;
(   
mags(ml):length;
(   
mags(ml):breadth;
(   
mags(ml):height)
The third lemma is `new -objs-olap', which asserts that the new object does not overlap with
existing objects.
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
infer 8 o1; o2 2 rng f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o)
o1 6= o2 ) : overlap(o1; o2)
We will deal with each of these lemmas in order. First, the formation lemma which requires
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from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
1 ml 2 dom
(   
mags^
obj 62 dom
(   
mags(ml):objects^
9 pt : Point  safe-addition(o;
(   
mags(ml); pt) unfold (h5)
2 ml 2 dom
(   
mags ^-E-right (1)
3
(   
mags(ml) :Magazine at-form (h3,h4,2)
4
(   
mags(ml):type : Pes-types type-form (3)
5
(   
mags(ml):max -neq :Kg j INFINITY max -neq-form (3)
6
(   
mags(ml):hzd :Hzd hzd -form (3)
7
(   
mags(ml):length :Metre length-form (3)
8
(   
mags(ml):breadth :Metre breadth-form (3)
9
(   
mags(ml):height :Metre height-form (3)
10 f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o) :Object-label
m
 ! Object
f -new -objs-form-1 (h1,h2,h3,h4,h5)
11 8 o
0
2 rng f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o) 
within-bounds(o
0
;
(   
mags(ml):length;
(   
mags(ml):breadth;
(   
mags(ml):height)
new -objs-bounds (h1,h2,h3,h4,h5)
12 8 o1; o2 2 rng f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o)
o1 6= o2 ) : overlap(o1; o2) new -objs-olap (h1,h2,h3,h4,h5)
13 inv -Magazine(
(   
mags:type;
(   
mags:max -neq ;
(   
mags:hzd ;
(   
mags :length;
(   
mags:breadth;
(   
mags:height ;
f -new -objs(
(   
mags; obj ; o)) folding (^-I(11,12))
14 mk -Magazine(
(   
mags:type;
(   
mags:max -neq ;
(   
mags:hzd ;
(   
mags :length;
(   
mags:breadth;
(   
mags:height ;
f -new -objs(
(   
mags; obj ; o)) :Magazine
mk -Magazine-form (3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,13)
infer f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o)) :Magazine
folding (14)
Figure 1: Proof of `f -new -mag-OK'
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us to show that the addition of the new object does not compromise the bijective nature of
the objects mapping in the magazine. The additions to the mapping are the label obj and the
object
mk -Object(nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml):objects))
In order to ensure that the objects mapping remains bijective, we should check that the new
object is not already in the range of the mapping. This gives the following outline proof:
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
a
(   
mags(ml):objects :Object-label
m
 ! Object
b mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml))) :Object
c mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml))) 62 rng
(   
mags(ml):objects
d
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))g
bimap-pres(a,h2,b,c)
infer f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o) : object-label
m
 ! Object folding (d)
The `bimap-pres' lemma used in line d asserts that adding a maplet to a bijective mapping
does not compromise the bijection, provided the range element of the maplet is not already
present in the mapping. Formally:
from m :A
m
 ! B ; a :A; b :B ; b 62 rng m
infer m y fa 7! bg :A
m
 ! B
The lemma is not proved here but is discussed in detail in Section 4.1.
To complete the proof of `f -new -objs-form-1', consider each of the ve labelled lines in
turn. Line a follows directly from the structure of the Magazine composite type. Line b
follows from mk -Object formation, for o is an object description and nd -point must return a
point (we treat this as a lemma on nd -point). Line c follows because safe-addition (part of
pre-ADD-OBJECT ) ensures that no objects already exist at the same point. This gives the
completed version of the proof shown in Figure 2. The completed proof of `f -new -objs-form-1'
uses one further lemma. Called `point-excl', this states that the object constructed at a new
point cannot be in the set of existing objects:
from pt : Point ; od :Object-desc; s :Object-set;
8 o 2 s  o:pos 6= pt
infer mk -Object(od ; pt) 62 s
The proof of this lemma is covered in Section 4.2.
The proof of `f -new -objs-form-1', for brevity, uses the \working versions" of the formation
rules for the implicitly dened function nd -point , as dened in [3], pgs. 324-325. The use of
these working versions is contingent on the satisability of nd -point having been shown, and
again we assume this has been done.
We have established the basic type-correctness of the new objects mapping and hence of
the magazine added to the state by the ADD-POINT operation. It remains to show that the
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from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
1 ml 2 dom
(   
mags ^-E-right(unfold (h5))
2
(   
mags(ml) :Magazine at-form (h3,h4,1)
3
(   
mags(ml):objects :Object-label
m
 ! Object Objects-form (2)
4 9 pt : Point  safe-addition(o;
(   
mags(ml); pt) ^-E, unfolding (h5)
5 pre-nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)) folding (4)
6 nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)) : point nd -point-form (h1,2,5)
7 mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml))) :Object mk -Object-form (h1,6)
8 post-nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml); nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))
nd -point-defn (h1,2,5)
9 safe-addition(o;
(   
mags(ml); nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml))) unfolding (8)
10 8 o 2 rng
(   
mags(ml):objects  o:pos 6= nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml))
^-E, unfolding (9)
11 rng
(   
mags(ml) :Object-set rng-form-bimap (3)
12 mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml))) 62 rng
(   
mags(ml):objects
point-excl(6,h1,11,10)
13
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))g
bimap-pres(3,h2,7,12)
infer f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o) : object-label
m
 ! Object folding (13)
Figure 2: Completed proof of `f -new -objs-form-1'
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from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
1 ml 2 dom
(   
mags ^-E-right (unfolding (h5))
2
(   
mags(ml) :Magazine at-form (h3,h4,1)
3 9 pt : Point  safe-addition(o;
(   
mags(ml); pt) ^-E, unfolding (h5)
4 pre-nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)) folding (3)
5 post-nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml); nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))
nd -point-defn (h1,2,4)
6 safe-addition(o;
(   
mags(ml); nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml))) unfolding (5)
7 su -space-at(o;
(   
mags(ml); nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml))) unfolding (6)
8 within-bounds(mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)));
(   
mags(ml):length;
(   
mags(ml):breadth;
(   
mags(ml):height)
^-E, unfolding (7)
9 inv -Magazine(
(   
mags(ml)) inv -Magazine-I (2)
10 8 o
0
2 rng
(   
mags()ml :objects
within-bounds(o
0
;
(   
mags(ml):length;
(   
mags(ml):breadth;
(   
mags(ml):height)
^-E, unfolding (9)
11
(   
mags(ml):objects :Object-label
m
 ! Object objects-form (2)
12 nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)) : Point nd -point-form (h1,12)
13 mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml))) :Object mk -Object-form (h1, 12)
14 rng
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))g
= rng
(   
mags(ml):objects [ fmk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))g
rng-y-bimap(11,h2,13,^-E(unfolding (h5)))
15 rng
(   
mags(ml):objects :Object-set rng-form-bimap (11)
infer 8 o
0
2 rng f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o)
within-bounds(o
0
;
(   
mags(ml):length;
(   
mags(ml):breadth;
(   
mags(ml):height)
8 -[-inh (15,11,14,10,8)
Figure 3: Proof of `new -objs-bounds'
new mapping respects the invariant on Magazine by proving the lemmas `new -objs-bounds' and
`new -objs-olap'. The proof of `new -objs-bounds' is shown in Figure 3. The proof utilises two
lemmas. The rst, `rng-y-bimap' is a property of bijective mappings
3
:
from m :A
m
 ! B ; a :A; b :B ; a 62 dom m
infer rng m y fa 7! bg = rng m [ fbg
3
Note that the nal hypothesis of this lemma has been omitted in [12]
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The second lemma used,`8 -[-inh', is a property of sets:
from s1 :A-set; a :A; s = s1 [ fag;
8 x 2 s1 P(x);P(a)
infer 8 x 2 s P(x)
The proofs of both lemmas are discussed in Section 4.
By this stage in the proof, the lemmas generated from proofs are now no longer lemmas about
the particular formal specication under analysis, but relate almost exclusively to the underlying
data types and operators in VDM-SL. They represent results which should be provable from
the theories given in [3].
The one remaining lemma is the proof of `new -objs-olap. Its proof follows similar lines to
that of its companion lemma `new -objs-bounds' and the proof is not presented here.
All the lemmas required for the proof of `f -new -mag-OK', and thus for `f -mags-form-1' have
been proved. We have shown that the witness value is a well-formed Magazine. It remains to
show that this magazine respects the postcondition on ADD-OBJECT .
3.4 Satisfaction of postcondition
Recall that satisfaction of post-ADD-OBJECT is described in the lemma `p-ADD-OBJECT'
as follows:
from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
infer post-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags; f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags))
Such satisfaction proofs are usually straightforward in cases where the operation specication
is quite explicit and the postcondition is of the form \result = expression". The witness value
has usually been chosen so that it is identical to expression, so the satisfaction proof amounts
to showing this identity. The witness value has already been shown to denote a value of the
correct type, so we can easily conclude the expression
witness-value = witness-value
because equality is reexive for dened values. We then proceed to expand one side of the
equality until we get the expression in the postcondition, giving \witness = expression". The
same approach is applied to the ADD-OBJECT operation.
The only complication here is the use of nested let expressions in the postcondition. In
the rigorous proof presented here, we treat the let expressions in the obvious way, omitting
the details of how this can be justied by appealing to proof rules. This is discussed in more
detail in Section 4.5 below. The resulting proof of satisfaction of the postcondition is given in
Figure 4.
4 Auxiliary Results from the Satisability Proof
The proofs of a number of auxiliary results used in the satisability proof in the previous section
are presented in this section.
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from o :Object-desc; obj :Object-label ;ml :Magazine-label ;
(   
mags :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine;
pre-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
1 f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) :Magazine-label
m
-! Magazine
f -mags-form-1 (h1,h2,h3,h4,h5)
2 f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) = f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags)
=-self-I (1)
3 f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) =
(   
mags y fml 7! f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); f -new -objs(
(   
mags(ml); obj ; o))g
unfold (2)
4 f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) =
(   
mags y fml 7! f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml);
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))g)g
unfold (3)
5 let p = nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)) in
let new -objs =
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; p)g in
let new -mag = f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); new -objs) in
f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) =
(   
mags y fml 7! new -magg let, 4
infer post-ADD-OBJECT (o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags; f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags))
folding (5)
Figure 4: Rigorous proof of satisfaction of post-ADD-OBJECT
4.1 Preservation of mapping bijection
The lemma `bimap-pres' asserts that the addition of a maplet with a new range element to a
bijective mapping does not compromise the bijection. Its basic proof is straightforward:
from m :A
m
 ! B ; a :A; b :B ; b 62 rng m
1 m :A
m
-! B bimap-supertype (h1)
2 is-1-1(m) bimap-E (h1)
3 is-1-1(m y fa 7! bg) is-1-1-y-fa 7! bg-I-rng -62 (1,2,h2,h3,h4)
4 fa 7! bg :A
m
-! B fa 7! bg-form (h2,h3)
5 m y fa 7! bg :A
m
-! B y-form (1,4)
infer m y fa 7! bg :A
m
 ! B bimap-form (5,3)
The majority of the work in proving this result is in showing that the addition of a maplet
fa 7! bg to a bijective mapping preserves the one-to-one property provided that the added
range value b is not already in the range of the mapping. This property is described by the
lemma `is-1-1-y-fa 7! bg-I-rng -62':
from m :A
m
-! B ; is-1-1(m); a :A; b :B ; b 62 rng m
infer is-1-1(m y fa 7! bg)
To explain the structure of the proof of this lemma, we rst consider an informal argument.
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Consider a 1-1 mapping m and a maplet fa 7! bg where b is not already in the range of m. We
must show that the new mapping m y fa 7! bg is still 1-1. Consider the two possibilities for a:
rst that a is already present in the domain of m and, second, that a is not in the domain of
m.
If a 2 dom m then, in m y fa 7! bg, a \points to" the new range value b, rather than to
m(a), because of the use of the mapping overriding operator y. All the other elements of the
domain and range of m remain unchanged. Since b is a new element in the range, it is not the
case that a points to the same range value as some other element of dom m. Thus, if m was
1-1, it remains 1-1 after the addition of fa 7! bg.
If a 62 dom m, then both a and b are new to the mapping and again it remains 1-1.
The formal proof also proceeds by case distinction, but here, the case distinction is driven by
the formulae to be proved rather than by intuition about the problem. The bijection property
is-1-1(m) is dened as a symbol in the theory of nite mappings in [3]. The formal denition
is as follows:
8 x 2 dom m  8 y 2 dom m m(x) = m(y) ) x = y
Given that m is 1-1, we must show that the m y fa 7! bg is also 1-1. Formally:
8 x 2 dom m y fa 7! bg 
8 y 2 dom m y fa 7! bg 
m y fa 7! bg(x) = m y fa 7! bg(y) ) x = y
Consider x and y ranging over the domain of the new mapping. Either x was in the old
mapping m or x is the value a (or both, since there is no guarantee in the hypotheses that a is
new to the mapping). So x could be a or not.
In the case where x = a, consider the same two possibilities for y . In the case where y = a,
we certainly have x = y , so the implication
m y fa 7! bg(x) = m y fa 7! bg(y) ) x = y
holds true vacuously. In the case where x = a and y 6= a, then y must be in the old part of
dom m and m y fa 7! bg(y) = m(y). Certainly m(y) 6= b because b is not in the range of m.
Considering x , we know m y fa 7! bg(x) = b. So certainly m y fa 7! bg(x) 6= m y fa 7! bg(y)
and the implication holds.
The argument in the case where x 6= a is symmetric to the case where x = a. If y = a, then
the new mapping must dier at x and y , and so the implication holds. If y 6= a then both x
and y are in the domain of the old mapping m and the 1-1 property is thus inherited.
The formalisation of this argument follows exactly the same structure. The outline of the
proof is shown in Figure 5 where (x ; y) stands for the expression
m y fa 7! bg(x) = m y fa 7! bg(y) ) x = y
Note that variables x and y are bound in quantied expressions over sets, so we must use the
appropriate 8 introduction and elimination rules for sets in the proof, as shown in the outline.
The full proof of the lemma is rather long and is presented here in two parts: Figure 6 shows
the x = a case while Figure 7 shows the x 6= a case. In the presentation of this and subsequent
proofs, we use the notation \=-subs (m into n)" to justify a line which can be obtained by
substituting equal values in line n, using the equality given on line m. Formally, this would
be justied by appealing to the substitution rules in the theory of equality. We may also nest
justications at certain points in the proof.
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from m :A
m
 ! B ; a :A; b :B ; b 62 rng m
from x :A; x 2 dom m y fa 7! bg
from y :A; y 2 dom m y fa 7! bg
from x = a
from y = a
: : :
infer (x ; y)
from y 6= a
: : :
infer (x ; y)
infer (x ; y)
from x 6= a
from y = a
: : :
infer (x ; y)
from y 6= a
: : :
infer (x ; y)
infer (x ; y)
infer (x ; y)
infer 8 y 2 dom m y fa 7! bg  (x ; y) 8 -I-set
8 x 2 dom m y fa 7! bg  8 y 2 dom m y fa 7! bg  (x ; y) 8 -I-set
infer is-1-1(m y fa 7! bg) folding
Figure 5: Outline structure of proof of `is-1-1-y-fa 7! bg-I-rng -62'
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from m :A
m
-! B ; is-1-1(m); a :A; b :B ; b 62 rng m
1 8 x 2 dom m  8 y 2 dom m m(x) = m(y) ) x = y is-1-1-E(h1,h2)
2 fa 7! bg :A
m
-! B fa 7! bg-form (h3,h4)
3 m y fa 7! bg :A
m
-! B y-form (h1,2)
4 dom m :A-set dom -form (h1)
5 dom m y fa 7! bg :A-set dom -form (3)
6 from x :A; x 2 dom m y fa 7! bg
6.1 m y fa 7! bg(x) :B at-form (6.h1,3,6.h2)
6.2 (x = a) -=-I (6.h1,h3)
6.3 x = a _ : x = a unfolding 6.2
6.4 from y :A; y 2 dom m y fa 7! bg
6.4.1 m y fa 7! bg(y) :B at-form (6.4.h1,3,6.4.h2)
6.4.2 (y = a) -=-I (6.4.h1,h3)
6.4.3 y = a _ : y = a unfolding 6.4.2
6.4.4 x 2 dom m _ x = a dom -y-E (h1,h3,h4,6.h1,6.h2)
6.4.5 y 2 dom m _ y = a dom -y-E (h1,h3,h4,6.4.h1,6.4.h2)
6.4.6 from x = a
6.4.6.1 from y = a
6.4.6.1.1 x = y =-subs 6.4.6.1.h1 into 6.4.6.h1
infer (x ; y) ) -left-vac (6.4.6.1.1)
6.4.6.2 from : y = a
6.4.6.2.1 y 2 dom m _-E-right-: (6.4.5,6.4.6.2.h1)
6.4.6.2.2 m y fa 7! bg(a) = b at-defn-y-fa 7! bg-= (h3,h4,h1)
6.4.6.2.3 m y fa 7! bg(y) = m(y)
at-defn-y-fa 7! bg-6= (h3,h4,6.4.h1,h1,6.4.6.2.1, folding (6.4.6.2.h1))
6.4.6.2.4 m(y) 6= b 6=-I-62-rng (h1,h4,6.4.h1,h5,6.4.6.2.1)
6.4.6.2.5 m y fa 7! bg(y) 6= b =-subs 6.4.6.2.3 into 6.4.6.2.4
6.4.6.2.6 m y fa 7! bg(y) 6= m y fa 7! bg(a)
=-subs 6.4.6.2.2 into 6.4.6.2.5
6.4.6.2.7 m y fa 7! bg(y) 6= m y fa 7! bg(x)
=-subs 6.4.6.h1 into 6.4.6.2.6
6.4.6.2.8 m y fa 7! bg(x) 6= m y fa 7! bg(y)
6=-comm (6.1,6.4.1,6.4.6.2.7)
infer (x ; y) ) -I-right-vac (unfolding 6.3.6.2.8)
infer (x ; y) _-E (6.4.3,6.4.6.1,6.4.6.2)
Figure 6: First case (x = a) in proof of `is-1-1-y-fa 7! bg-I-rng -62'
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6.4.7 from : x = a
6.4.7.1 from y = a
6.4.7.1.1 x 2 dom m _-E-right-: (6.4.4,6.4.7.h1)
6.4.7.1.2 m y fa 7! bg(a) = b at-defn-y-fa 7! bg-= (h3,h4,h1)
6.4.7.1.3 m y fa 7! bg(x) = m(x)
at-defn-y-fa 7! bg-6= (h3,h4,6.h1,h1,6.4.7.1.1, folding 6.4.7.h1)
6.4.7.1.4 m(x) 6= b 6=-I-62-rng (h1,h4,6.h1,h5,6.4.7.1.1)
6.4.7.1.5 m y fa 7! bg(x) 6= b =-subs (6.4.7.1.3 into 6.4.7.1.4)
6.4.7.1.6 m y fa 7! bg(x) 6= m y fa 7! bg(a)
=-subs (6.4.7.1.2 into 6.4.7.1.5)
6.4.7.1.7 m y fa 7! bg(x) 6= m y fa 7! bg(y)
=-subs (6.4.7.1.h1 into 6.4.7.1.6)
infer (x ; y) ) -I-right-vac (unfolding 6.4.7.1.7)
6.4.7.2 from : y = a
6.4.7.2.1 x 2 dom m _-E-right-: (6.4.4,6.4.7.h1)
6.4.7.2.2 y 2 dom m _-E-right-: (6.4.5,6.4.7.2.h1)
6.4.7.2.3 m y fa 7! bg(x) = m(x)
at-defn-y-fa 7! bg-6= (h3,h4,6.h1,h1,6.4.7.2.1, folding 6.4.7.h1)
6.4.7.2.4 m y fa 7! bg(y) = m(y)
at-defn-y-fa 7! bg-6= (h3,h4,6.4.h1,h1,6.4.7.2.2, folding 6.4.7.2.h1)
6.4.7.2.5 8 y 2 dom m m(x) = m(y) ) x = y
8 -E-set (6.h1,4,6.4.7.2.1,1)
6.4.7.2.6 m(x) = m(y) ) x = y 8 -E-set (6.4.h1,4,6.4.7.2.2,6.4.7.2.5)
infer (x ; y) =-subs (6.4.7.2.3 into (6.4.7.2.4 into 6.4.7.2.6))
infer (x ; y) _-E (6.4.5,6.4.7.1,6.4.7.2)
infer (x ; y) _-E (6.3,6.4.6,6.4.7)
infer 8 y 2 dom m y fa 7! bg  (x ; y) 8 -I-set (5,6.4)
7 8 x 2 dom m y fa 7! bg  8 y 2 dom m y fa 7! bg  (x ; y) 8 -I-set (5,6)
infer is-1-1(m y fa 7! bg) is-1-1-I (3,7)
Figure 7: Second case (x 6= a) in proof of `is-1-1-y-fa 7! bg-I-rng -62'
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The full proof of `is-1-1-y-fa 7! bg-I-rng -62' uses the lemma `dom -y-E', which does not
already exist as a rule in [3]. Its proof follows below.
from m :A
m
-! B ; a :A; b : B ; x :A; x 2 dom m y fa 7! bg
1 fa 7! bg :A
m
-! B fa 7! bg-form (h2,h3)
2 dom m y fa 7! bg = dom m [ dom fa 7! bg dom -defn-y(h1,1)
3 x 2 dom m [ dom fa 7! bg =-subs 2 into h5
4 dom m :A-set dom -form (h1)
5 dom fa 7! bg :A-set dom -form (1)
6 x 2 dom m _ x 2 dom fa 7! bg 2-[-E (h4,4,5,3)
7 dom fa 7! bg = fag dom -defn-fa 7! bg (h2,h3)
8 x 2 dom m _ x 2 fag =-subs 7 into 6
9 from x 2 dom m
infer x 2 dom m _ x = a _-I-right (9.h1)
10 from x 2 fag
10.1 x = a 2-fag-E (h2,h4,10.h1)
infer x 2 dom m _ x = a _-I-left (10.1)
infer x 2 dom m _ x = a _-E (8,9,10)
In turn, the proof of `dom -y-E' uses a lemma `dom -defn-fa 7! bg' which also appears to be
absent from the theory of mappings developed in [3]. Its proof is as follows:
from a :A; b : B
1 f7!g :A
m
-! B f7!g-form
2 addm(a 7! b; f7!g) :A
m
-! B addm-form(h1,h2,1)
3 dom addm(a 7! b; f7!g) = add(a; dom f7!g) dom -defn-addm(h1,h2,1)
4 dom f7!g = f g dom -defn-f7!g
5 dom addm(a 7! b; f7!g) = add(a; f g) =-subs (4 into 3)
6 dom addm(a 7! b; f7!g) = fag folding 5
infer dom fa 7! bg = fag folding 6
Finally, the lemma 6`=-I-62-rng ' has a simple proof as follows:
from m :A
m
-! B ; b : B ; x :A; b 62 rng m; x 2 dom m
1 m(x) : B at-form(h3,h1,h5)
2 (m(x) = b) -=-I (1,h2)
3 from m(x) = b
3.1 m(x) 2 rng m 2-rng -I-at (h3,h1,h5)
3.2 b 2 rng m =-subs (3.h1 into 3.1)
infer false contradiction (3.2, unfolding h4)
4 :m(x) = b false-contr (2,3)
infer m(x) 6= b folding 4
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4.2 Exclusiveness of points
The lemma `point-excl' is used in the proof of `f -new -objs-form-1'. This result states that the
object constructed at a new point cannot already be in the collection of existing objects (none
of which are at the new point). The main proof is very straightforward:
from pt : Point ; od :Object-desc; s :Object-set; 8 o 2 s  o:pos 6= pt
1 mk -Object(od ; pt) :Object Object-form (h2,h1)
2 mk -Object(od ; pt):pos = pt pos-defn (1)
3 :mk -Object(od ; pt):pos 6= pt : -6=-I (2)
infer mk -Object(od ; pt) 6= s 62-I-8 (1,h3,3,h4)
The rules `Object-form' and `pos-defn' come from the theory of the composite type Object .
Individual rules have to be developed for each composite type in a formal model. This proof
uses two lemmas which are not present as rules in [3] and which are proved below. First, the
rule `: -6=-I':
from a = b
1 :: a = b :: -I (h1)
infer : a 6= b folding 1
Second, the rule 6`2-I-8 ':
from a :A; s :A-set;:P(a); 8 x 2 s  P(x)
1 (a 2 s) -2 (h1,h2)
2 from a 2 s
2.1 P(a) 8 -E-set (h1,h2,2.h1,h4)
infer false contradiction (2.1,h3)
3 : a 2 s false-contr (1,2)
infer a 62 s folding 3
Recall from Section 3 that the satisability proof was structured into proofs of lemmas, and
that \we construct proofs of the lemmas, breaking these tasks down further as necessary, until
we reach a stage where the lemmas relate to properties of the basic types and operators of
VDM-SL rather than to the types and functions in the ACS specication". Lemmas relating to
basic types in VDM-SL were deferred to the present section. The `point-excl' lemma appears
to violate this criterion. However, although it seems to be a lemma about the types in the
ACS specication, it is in fact an instance of a more general property of composite values.
Restrictions in the proof theory of VDM-SL (see [3], Chapter 13) prevent us from appealing
to general basic results in order to discharge the lemma. Although we have no general results
about composite types, the pattern of proof used here will be copied for other composite types.
Thus, for an arbitrary composite type Record dened as follows:
Record : : rec
1
:R
1
: : :
rec
n
:R
n
The form of proof is as follows:
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from v
1
: R
1
; : : :v
i
: R
i
; : : :v
n
:R
n
; s : Record -set; 8 o 2 s  o:rec
i
6= v
i
1 mk -Record(v
1
; : : : ; v
n
) :Record Record -form (h1,. . . ,hn)
2 mk -Record(v
1
; : : : ; v
n
):rec
i
= v
i
rec
i
-defn
3 :mk -Record(v
1
; : : : ; v
n
):rec
i
6= v
i
: -6=-I (2)
infer mk -Record(v
1
; : : : ; v
n
) 62 s 62-I-8 -set (1, hn + 1, hn + 2)
4.3 Range of bijective mappings
The lemma `new -objs-bounds' gives rise to two lemmas, the rst of which, `rng-y-bimap' is a
property of bijective mappings. The proof is straightforward:
from m :A
m
 ! B ; a :A; b :B ; a 62 dom m
1 m :A
m
-! B bimap-supertype (h1)
2 fag  
C
m = m  
C
-defn-fag-62 (h2,1,h4)
3 rng m : B -set rng -form (1)
4 rng m = rng m =-self-I (3)
5 rng m = rng fag  
C
m =-subs 2 into 4
6 m y fa 7! bg = addm(a 7! b;m) addm ! y (h2,h3,1)
7 rng addm(a 7! b;m) = add(b; rng fag  
C
m) rng -defn-addm(h2,h3,1)
8 rng m y fa 7! bg = add(b; rng m) =-subs (6 into (5 into 7))
9 add(b; rng m) = fbg [ rng m add ! [ (h3,3)
10 rng m y fa 7! bg = fbg [ rng m =-subs (8 into 9)
11 fbg : B -set fag-form (h3)
12 fbg [ rng m = rng m [ fbg [-comm (11,3)
infer rng m y fa 7! bg = rng m [ fbg =-subs (12 into 10)
4.4 Quantication over sets
The second lemma used in the proof of `new -objs-bounds' is `8 -[-inh', a property of sets. Again,
the proof is straightforward:
from s1 :A-set; a :A; s = s1 [ fag; 8 x 2 s1  P(x);P(a)
1 fag :A-set fag-form (h2)
2 s1 [ fag :A-set [-form (h1,1)
3 s :A-set =-subs (h3 into 2)
4 from y :A; y 2 s
4.1 y 2 s1 [ fag =-subs (h3 into 4.h2)
4.2 y 2 s1 [ fag , y 2 s1 _ y 2 fag 2-[-defn (4.h1,h1,1)
4.3 y 2 s1 _ y 2 fag , -E-left (4.2,4.1)
4.4 from y 2 s1
infer P(y) 8 -E-set (4.h1,h1,4.4.h1,h4)
4.5 from y 2 fag
4.5.1 y = a 2-fag-E (h2,4.h1,4.5.h1)
infer P(y) =-subs (4.5.1 into h5)
infer P(y) _-E (4.3,4.4,4.5)
infer 8 x 2 s P(x) 8 -I-set (3,4)
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4.5 Let expressions
The proof of satisfaction of post-ADD-OBJECT in Section 3.4 included the rewriting of the
following expression (line 4):
f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) =
(   
mags y fml 7! f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml);
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))g)g
to the following expression (line 5):
let p = nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)) in
let new -objs =
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; p)g in
let new -mag = f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); new -objs) in
f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) =
(   
mags y fml 7! new -magg
In the proof, this is justied by appealing to the properties of the let expression. If we wish to
make this step more rigorous, we should use a rule for introducing the let. The simple kind of
let expression has the following form:
let v = E1 in Q(v)
where the subexpression E1 is labelled v for convenience. The expression Q can then use v
rather than E1. For this simple sort of let expression, we could use a rule of the following form:
from Q(E1)
infer let v = E1 in Q(v)
The possible use of such a rule could be used in the proof of satisfaction of post-ADD-OBJECT
is shown in Figure 8:
5 Concluding Remarks
We have shown how a typical satisability proof can be tackled in VDM-SL by breaking the
task down into subtasks corresponding to lemmas.
Proofs of satisability often highlight errors in the specication of the operation and related
auxiliary functions. The construction of the satisability proof for ADD-OBJECT raised issues
which had not been addressed in any of the previous validations performed on the specication.
For example, it became apparent that the original version of ADD-OBJECT had too weak a
precondition, allowing a magazine label outside the domain of mags to be used. In a more
subtle example, the specication failed to exclude the possible sharing of positions by objects in
certain cases. This is not an argument in favour of formal proof as a validation mechanism, but
it is an argument in favour of allowing proof structures to guide the attention of reviewers. For
example, it is conceivable that very good tool support could have generated test cases which
would have made at least the rst of these errors apparent. The development of such tool
support is an area of ongoing research.
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: : :
4 f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) =
(   
mags y fml 7! f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml);
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))g)g
unfold (3)
5 let new -mag = f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml);
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))g in
f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) =
(   
mags y fml 7! new -magg
let-rule, 4
6 let new -objs =
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)))g in
let new -mag = f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); new -objs) in
f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) =
(   
mags y fml 7! new -magg
let-rule, 5
7 let p = nd -point(o;
(   
mags(ml)) in
let new -objs =
(   
mags(ml):objects y fobj 7! mk -Object(o; p)g in
let new -mag = f -new -mag(
(   
mags(ml); new -objs) in
f -mags(o; obj ;ml ;
(   
mags) =
(   
mags y fml 7! new -magg
let-rule, 4
: : :
Figure 8: Use of the let rule
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